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they find a friend in Master Wong, a martial arts instructor who trains them in the ways of kung fu. Now all
they have to do is travel back in time 502,223 years and save the day!
A Separate Peace John Knowles 2014 An American coming-of-age tale during a period when the entire
country was losing its innocence to the second world war Set at a boys' boarding school in New England
during the early years of World War II, A Separate Peace is a harrowing and luminous parable of the dark
side of adolescence. Gene is a lonely, introverted intellectual. Phineas is a handsome, taunting, daredevil
athlete. What happens between the two friends one summer, like the war itself, banishes the innocence of
these boys and their world.
Creating the Peaceable School Richard J. Bodine 2002 This widely used conflict resolution programme is
designed for use with upper elementary and middle school students. Through the conflict resolution
strategies of mediation, negotiation, and group problem solving, students learn to recognise, manage, and
resolve conflicts in peaceful, non-coercive ways. This guide includes 63 learning activities and step-by-step
teaching procedures.
Thinking and Practicing Reconciliation Leo W. Riegert 2013-12-12 Thinking and Practicing Reconciliation
asserts that literary representations of conflict offer important insights into processes of resolution and
practices of reconciliation, and that it is crucial to bring these debates into the post-secondary classroom.
The essays collected here aim to help teachers think deeply about the ways in which we can productively
integrate literature on/as reconciliation into our curricula. Until recently, scholarship on teaching and
learning in higher education has not been widely accepted as equal to research in other fields. This volume
seeks to establish that serious analysis of pedagogical practices is not only a worthy and legitimate
academic pursuit, but also that it is crucial to our professional development as researcher-educators. The
essays in this volume take seriously both the academic study of literature dealing with the aftermath of
gross human-rights violations and the teaching of this literature. The current generation of college-aged
students is deeply affected by the proximity of violence in our global world. This collection recognizes
educators’ responsibility to enable future generations to analyze conflict – whether local or global – and
participate in constructive discourses of resolution. Ultimately, Thinking and Practicing Reconciliation
charts a course from theory to practice and offers new perspectives on the very human endeavor of
storytelling as a way to address human-rights injustices. In their focus on pedagogical strategies and
frameworks, the essays in this volume also demonstrate that, as educators, our engagement with students
can indeed produce practices of reconciliation that start in the classroom and move beyond it.
Roxie and the Hooligans Phyllis Reynolds Naylor 2013-11-05 Do not panic. Lord Thistlebottom's Book of
Pitfalls and How to Survive Them has taught Roxie Warbler how to handle all sorts of situations. If Roxie's
ever lost in the desert, or buried in an avalanche, or caught in a dust storm, she knows just what to do. But
Lord Thistlebottom has no advice to help Roxie deal with Helvetia's Hooligans, the meanest band of bullies
in school. Then Roxie finds herself stranded on a deserted island with not only the Hooligans but also a pair
of crooks on the lam, and her survival skills may just save the day -- and turn the Hooligans into surprising
allies.
From Conflict Resolution to Reconciliation Yaacov Bar-Siman-Tov 2004 These essays argue that, while
conflict resolution is well equipped to bring about temporary settlements and brief periods of peace in
volatile situations, conventional conflict resolution techniques are not capable of building long-term

Touching Spirit Bear Ben Mikaelsen 2010-04-20 In his Nautilus Award-winning classic Touching Spirit
Bear, author Ben Mikaelson delivers a powerful coming-of-age story of a boy who must overcome the
effects that violence has had on his life. After severely injuring Peter Driscal in an empty parking lot,
mischief-maker Cole Matthews is in major trouble. But instead of jail time, Cole is given another option:
attend Circle Justice, an alternative program that sends juvenile offenders to a remote Alaskan Island to
focus on changing their ways. Desperate to avoid prison, Cole fakes humility and agrees to go. While there,
Cole is mauled by a mysterious white bear and left for dead. Thoughts of his abusive parents, helpless
Peter, and his own anger cause him to examine his actions and seek redemption—from the spirit bear that
attacked him, from his victims, and, most importantly, from himself. Ben Mikaelsen paints a vivid picture of
a juvenile offender, examining the roots of his anger without absolving him of responsibility for his actions,
and questioning a society in which angry people make victims of their peers and communities. Touching
Spirit Bear is a poignant testimonial to the power of a pain that can destroy, or lead to healing. A strong
choice for independent reading, sharing in the classroom, homeschooling, and book groups.
Those Shoes Maribeth Boelts 2016-10-11 But all the kids are wearing them! Any child who has ever
craved something out of reach will relate to this warm, refreshingly realistic story. Features an audio readalong. "I have dreams about those shoes. Black high-tops. Two white stripes." All Jeremy wants is a pair of
those shoes, the ones everyone at school seems to be wearing. But Jeremy’s grandma tells him they don’t
have room for "want," just "need," and what Jeremy needs are new boots for winter. When Jeremy’s shoes
fall apart at school, and the guidance counselor gives him a hand-me-down pair, the boy is more determined
than ever to have those shoes, even a thrift-shop pair that are much too small. But sore feet aren’t much
fun, and Jeremy comes to realize that the things he has -- warm boots, a loving grandma, and the chance to
help a friend -- are worth more than the things he wants.
To Build a Fire Jack London 2008 Describes the experiences of a newcomer to the Yukon when he attempts
to hike through the snow to reach a mining claim.
Teaching the Arab-Israeli Conflict Rachel S. Harris 2019-04-22 Pedagogical resource to help faculty
prepare courses on the Arab-Israeli conflict in any discipline.
The Name Jar Yangsook Choi 2013-10-30 A heartwarming story about the new girl in school, and how she
learns to appreciate her Korean name. Being the new kid in school is hard enough, but what happens when
nobody can pronounce your name? Having just moved from Korea, Unhei is anxious about fitting in. So
instead of introducing herself on the first day of school, she decides to choose an American name from a
glass jar. But while Unhei thinks of being a Suzy, Laura, or Amanda, nothing feels right. With the help of a
new friend, Unhei will learn that the best name is her own. From acclaimed creator Yangsook Choi comes
the bestselling classic about finding the courage to be yourself and being proud of your background.
Adventures of Ook and Gluk: Kung Fu Cavemen from the Future Dav Pilkey 2012-12-01 Tra-la-laaa! Dav
Pilkey -- ahem -- we mean, George and Harold, the authors of SUPER DIAPER BABY, are back with their
second epic novel! Meet Ook and Gluk, the stars of this sensationally silly graphic novel from the creators
of Captain Underpants! It's 500,001 BC, and Ook and Gluk's hometown of Caveland, Ohio, is under attack
by an evil corporation from the future. When Ook, Gluk, and their little dinosaur pal Lily are pulled through
a time portal to 2222, they discover a future world that's even more devastated than their own. Luckily,
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stability.
Conflict Coaching Fundamentals Samantha Hardy 2021-09-30 We naturally create stories to help us
making meaning of our world, but in conflict situations the kinds of stories we typically tell ourselves can
actually make it harder for us to manage and resolve the conflict constructively. This book provides an
accessible framework for understanding why people tell their conflict stories the way they do, and how to
help them move away from conflict stories that prevent them from understanding and responding to
conflict in an effective way. Presented using highly engaging and accessible cases, the book is designed to
help people working with others in conflict to fully support them by understanding which areas of the
conflict story to focus their attention on, and using practical techniques to support people to rewrite their
story into a more constructive one to better manage the situation. The book also provides practical
strategies to help people who are themselves in a conflict scenario to rewrite and enact a version of their
conflict story that helps them to more constructively manage, and often resolve, their situation. A conflict
management coaching system is introduced that is designed to address the particular problems created by
dysfunctional conflict stories. This is a book specifically for those who work with people in conflict
(mediators, conflict coaches, managers, lawyers, HR staff, teachers) and also for anyone who wishes to
better understand their own experience of conflict.
The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective Activities to Improve
Communication, Trust and Collaboration Mary Scannell 2010-05-28 Make workplace conflict resolution
a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of
their time to resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of
activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your business (instead of managing
personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series, this guide offers step-by-step directions
and customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication,
cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem areas—before they affect your organization's
bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve
processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a safe
environment for teams to explore several common forms of conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive,
easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike,
the exercises in The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to make your
workplace more efficient, effective, and engaged.
Powerful Patriots Jessica Chen Weiss 2014 Why has the Chinese government sometimes allowed and
sometimes repressed nationalist, anti-foreign protests? What have been the international consequences of
these choices? Anti-American demonstrations were permitted in 1999 but repressed in 2001 during two
crises in US-China relations. Anti-Japanese protests were tolerated in 1985, 2005, and 2012 but banned in
1990 and 1996. Protests over Taiwan, the issue of greatest concern to Chinese nationalists, have never
been allowed. To explainthis variation in China's response to nationalist mobilization, Powerful Patriots
argues that Chinese and other authoritarian leaders weigh both diplomatic and domestic incentives to allow
and repress nationalist protests. Autocrats may not face electoral constraints, but anti-foreign protests
provide an alternative mechanism by which authoritarian leaders can reveal their vulnerability to public
pressure. Because nationalist protests are costly to repress and may turn against the government, allowing
protests demonstrates resolve and increases the domestic cost of diplomatic concessions. Repressing
protests, by contrast, sends a credible signal of reassurance, facilitating diplomatic flexibility and signaling
a willingness to spend domestic political capital for the sake of international cooperation. To illustrate the
logic, the book traces the effect of domestic and diplomatic factors in China's management of nationalist
protest in the post-Mao era (1978-2012) and the consequences for China's foreign relations.
The Great Kapok Tree Lynne Cherry 2000 The many different animals that live in a great kapok tree in
the Brazilian rainforest try to convince a man with an ax of the importance of not cutting down their home.
Easy-To-Read Folktale Plays to Teach Conflict Resolution Kathleen M. Hollenbeck 2003 10
reproducible plays from around the world with engaging activities that help kids build the skills they need
to prevent and resolve conflicts.
Speaking of Violence Sara B. Cobb 2013-08 In the context of ongoing or historical violence, people tell
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stories about what happened, who did what to whom and why. Yet frequently, the speaking of violence
reproduces the social fractures and delegitimizes, again, those that struggle against their own
marginalization. This speaking of violence deepens conflict and all too often perpetuates cycles of violence.
Alternatively, sometimes people do not speak of the violence and it is erased, buried with the bodies that
bear it witness. This reduces the capacity of the public to address issues emerging in the aftermath of
violence and repression. This book takes the notion of "narrative" as foundational to conflict analysis and
resolution. Distinct from conflict theories that rely on accounts of attitudes or perceptions in the heads of
individuals, this narrative perspective presumes that meaning, structured and organized as narrative
processes, is the location for both analysis of conflict, as well as intervention. But meaning is political, in
that not all stories can be told, or the way they are told delegitimizes and erases others. Thus, the critical
narrative theory outlined in this book offers a normative approach to narrative assessment and
intervention. It provides a way of evaluating narrative and designing "better-formed" stories: "better" in
that they are generative of sustainable relations, creating legitimacy for all parties. In so doing, they
function aesthetically and ethically to support the emergence of new histories and new futures. Indeed,
critical narrative theory offers a new lens for enabling people to speak of violence in ways that undermine
the intractability of conflict
Moral Classrooms, Moral Children Rheta DeVries 2012 This classic bestseller, now updated for today's
diverse teaching force and student populations, explores the benefits of sociomoral practices in the
classroom. The authors draw on recent research to show how these approaches work with children ages
2–8. They focus on how to establish and maintain a classroom environment that fosters children's
intellectual, social, moral, emotional, and personality development. Extending the work of Jean Piaget, the
authors advocate for a cooperative approach that contrasts with the coercion and unnecessary control that
can be seen in many classrooms serving young children. Practical chapters demonstrate how the
constructivist approach can be embedded in a school program by focusing on specific classroom situations
and activities, such as resolving conflict, group time, rule making, decision making and voting, social and
moral discussions, cooperative alternatives to discipline, and activity time.
Secret Tree Fort Brianne Farley 2016-04-12 Will a girl's increasingly fantastical descriptions of her secret
tree fort lure her older sister away from her book?
Enemy Pie (Reading Rainbow Book, Children S Book about Kindness, Kids Books about Learning) Derek
Munson 2000-09 It was the perfect summer. That is, until Jeremy Ross moved into the house down the
street and became neighborhood enemy number one. Luckily Dad had a surefire way to get rid of enemies:
Enemy Pie. But part of the secret recipe is spending an entire day playing with the enemy! In this funny yet
endearing story, one little boy learns an effective recipes for turning your best enemy into your best friend.
Accompanied by charming illustrations, Enemy Pie serves up a sweet lesson in the difficulties and ultimate
rewards of making new friends.
We Don't Eat Our Classmates Ryan T. Higgins 2018-06-19 It's the first day of school for Penelope Rex,
and she can't wait to meet her classmates. But it's hard to make human friends when they're so darn
delicious! That is, until Penelope gets a taste of her own medicine and finds she may not be at the top of the
food chain after all. . . . Readers will gobble up this hilarious new story from award-winning authorillustrator Ryan T. Higgins.
Waging Peace in Our Schools Linda Lantieri 1998-07-01 From the largest and most successful school
initiatives in social and emotional learning in the country-The Resolving Conflict Creatively Program, now
active in more than 350 schools nationwide-comes a powerful, practical guide for teaching young people to
empathize, mediate, negotiate, and create peace. The authors address everything from minor schoolyard
conflicts to violent outbursts, and offer educators and parents proven strategies for enhancing children's
emotional, social, and conflict resolution skills.
Fresh Takes on Teaching Literary Elements Michael William Smith 2010-01-01 Presents lessons and
instructional aides that cover character, point of view, setting, and theme.
The Cay Theodore Taylor 2011-09-28 For fans of Hatchet and Island of the Blue Dolphins comes Theodore
Taylor’s classic bestseller and Lewis Carroll Shelf Award winner, The Cay. Phillip is excited when the
Germans invade the small island of Curaçao. War has always been a game to him, and he’s eager to glimpse
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it firsthand–until the freighter he and his mother are traveling to the United States on is torpedoed. When
Phillip comes to, he is on a small raft in the middle of the sea. Besides Stew Cat, his only companion is an
old West Indian, Timothy. Phillip remembers his mother’s warning about black people: “They are different,
and they live differently.” But by the time the castaways arrive on a small island, Phillip’s head injury has
made him blind and dependent on Timothy. “Mr. Taylor has provided an exciting story…The idea that all
humanity would benefit from this special form of color blindness permeates the whole book…The result is a
story with a high ethical purpose but no sermon.”—New York Times Book Review “A taut tightly
compressed story of endurance and revelation…At once barbed and tender, tense and fragile—as Timothy
would say, ‘outrageous good.’”—Kirkus Reviews * “Fully realized setting…artful, unobtrusive use of
dialect…the representation of a hauntingly deep love, the poignancy of which is rarely achieved in
children’s literature.”—School Library Journal, Starred “Starkly dramatic, believable and
compelling.”—Saturday Review “A tense and moving experience in reading.”—Publishers Weekly
“Eloquently underscores the intrinsic brotherhood of man.”—Booklist "This is one of the best survival
stories since Robinson Crusoe."—The Washington Star · A New York Times Best Book of the Year · A School
Library Journal Best Book of the Year · A Horn Book Honor Book · An American Library Association Notable
Book · A Publishers Weekly Children’s Book to Remember · A Child Study Association’s Pick of Children’s
Books of the Year · Jane Addams Book Award · Lewis Carroll Shelf Award · Commonwealth Club of
California: Literature Award · Southern California Council on Literature for Children and Young People
Award · Woodward School Annual Book Award · Friends of the Library Award, University of California at
Irvine
The Pencil Allan Ahlberg 2013-02 A Lonely pencil timidly draws a boy, a dog and other items, but soon
faces a problem as his creations begin demanding changes, and when he draws an eraser to make them
happy, the real trouble begins.
Tools for Conflict Resolution Ellen M. O'Keefe 2004 Have you been searching for a way to resolve
conflict that doesn't involve a series of ten or more steps? Do you think that perhaps a key to conflict
resolution must come from within? How can teachers and pre-service teachers help their students learn and
use strategies for conflict resolution? Tools for Conflict Resolution is a practical method for teaching
conflict resolution skills to students in grades K-12. Conflict is a part of everyone's life. It is the authors'
belief that if each student is given tools for handling conflict, and these tools are used each time conflict
arises that soon students become proficient conflict managers. This book begins with a chapter, which
introduces Peter Senge's five disciplines: Personal Mastery, Mental Models, Shared Vision, Team Building,
and Systems Thinking. After reading this chapter, the reader is able to embrace the five disciplines and
begin practicing the adult level. As teachers, we teach from who we are. The rest of the book is filled with
actual lesson plans, which are directly tied to the Multiple Intelligences Theory and are developmentally
appropriate for students. Case studies, role- plays, skits, literature, songs, and co-operative learning
activities are the primary instructional methods used to teach students conflict resolution skills. An
annotated bibliography is included to assist teachers in extending lessons. These lessons may be taught
during Social Studies as a unit on character education or could be used during a guidance class.
The Jacket Andrew Clements 2002-02-01 An incident at school forces sixth grader Phil Morelli, a white
boy, to become aware of racial discrimination and segregation, and to seriously consider if he himself is
prejudiced.
Teaching Conflict Resolution with the Rainbow Kids Program Barbara Porro 2002 Based on the view
that making social concepts and feelings concrete would help children in primary grades to take turns,
cooperate, and solve their problems respectfully, this curriculum uses a story about the Rainbow Kids, an
imaginary community of children, to introduce children to social concepts and conflict resolution skills. The
Rainbow Kids experience emotions that are conveyed by the weather around them. These simple "sunny"
and "cloudy" metaphors turn abstract notions of behavior into physical expressions young children can
easily comprehend. Part 1 of the curriculum guide describes the impetus for the program, discusses how
the program works, summarizes the story, and details the procedures involved in presenting the program.
Part 2 contains the seven lessons and two activities comprising the program; this part includes sample
program materials in six appendices, and lists selected resources for elementary school teachers. Part 3 is a
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separate booklet for students containing "The Rainbow Kids" story. (Contains 15 references.) (KB)
The Butter Battle Book Dr. Seuss 2013-11-05 The Butter Battle Book, Dr. Seuss's classic cautionary tale,
introduces readers to the important lesson of respecting differences. The Yooks and Zooks share a love of
buttered bread, but animosity brews between the two groups because they prefer to enjoy the tasty treat
differently. The timeless and topical rhyming text is an ideal way to teach young children about the issues
of tolerance and respect. Whether in the home or in the classroom, The Butter Battle Book is a must-have
for readers of all ages.
Walk Two Moons Sharon Creech 2009-10-06 In her own singularly beautiful style, Newbery Medal winner
Sharon Creech intricately weaves together two tales, one funny, one bittersweet, to create a heartwarming,
compelling, and utterly moving story of love, loss, and the complexity of human emotion. Thirteen-year-old
Salamanca Tree Hiddle, proud of her country roots and the "Indian-ness in her blood," travels from Ohio to
Idaho with her eccentric grandparents. Along the way, she tells them of the story of Phoebe Winterbottom,
who received mysterious messages, who met a "potential lunatic," and whose mother disappeared. As Sal
entertains her grandparents with Phoebe's outrageous story, her own story begins to unfold—the story of a
thirteen-year-old girl whose only wish is to be reunited with her missing mother.
Where the Red Fern Grows Wilson Rawls 2011-01-12 A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond
between man and man’s best friend. Billy has long dreamt of owning not one, but two, dogs. So when he’s
finally able to save up enough money for two pups to call his own—Old Dan and Little Ann—he’s ecstatic. It
doesn’t matter that times are tough; together they’ll roam the hills of the Ozarks. Soon Billy and his hounds
become the finest hunting team in the valley. Stories of their great achievements spread throughout the
region, and the combination of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains, and Billy’s sheer will seems
unbeatable. But tragedy awaits these determined hunters—now friends—and Billy learns that hope can
grow out of despair, and that the seeds of the future can come from the scars of the past. Praise for Where
the Red Fern Grows A Top 100 Children’s Novel, School Library Journal's A Fuse #8 Production A MustRead for Kids 9 to 14, NPR Winner of Multiple State Awards Over 7 million copies in print! “Very touching.”
—The New York Times Book Review “One of the great classics of children’s literature . . . Any child who
doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully emotional book has missed out on an important piece of
childhood for the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An exciting tale of love and adventure you’ll
never forget.” —School Library Journal “A book of unadorned naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with
so much feeling and sentiment that adults as well as children are drawn [in] with a passion.” —Arizona
Daily Star “It’s a story about a young boy and his two hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on without
getting a little misty.” —The Huffington Post “We tear up just thinking about it.” —Time on the film
adaptation
Wondrous Words Katie Wood Ray 1999 Drawing on stories from classrooms, examples of student writing,
and illustrations, Katie Wood Ray explains in practical terms the theoretical underpinnings of how
elementary and middle school students learn to write from their reading.
Fixing Broken Windows George L. Kelling 1997 Cites successful examples of community-based policing
A Brief History of Neoliberalism David Harvey 2007-01-04 Neoliberalism - the doctrine that market
exchange is an ethic in itself, capable of acting as a guide for all human action - has become dominant in
both thought and practice throughout much of the world since 1970 or so. Its spread has depended upon a
reconstitution of state powers such that privatization, finance, and market processes are emphasized. State
interventions in the economy are minimized, while the obligations of the state to provide for the welfare of
its citizens are diminished. David Harvey, author of 'The New Imperialism' and 'The Condition of
Postmodernity', here tells the political-economic story of where neoliberalization came from and how it
proliferated on the world stage. While Thatcher and Reagan are often cited as primary authors of this
neoliberal turn, Harvey shows how a complex of forces, from Chile to China and from New York City to
Mexico City, have also played their part. In addition he explores the continuities and contrasts between
neoliberalism of the Clinton sort and the recent turn towards neoconservative imperialism of George W.
Bush. Finally, through critical engagement with this history, Harvey constructs a framework not only for
analyzing the political and economic dangers that now surround us, but also for assessing the prospects for
the more socially just alternatives being advocated by many oppositional movements.
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The Barnyard Buddies STOP for Peace Julie D Penshorn 2017-04-25 The delightful Barnyard Buddies
engage everyone as they show how to solve a problem with caring and empathy. This award-winning, richly
illustrated, anger management and conflict resolution guide, provides a Parent, Educator, and Mentor
Guide, and music as well. "A must have in children's libraries and homes" (Reader's Favorite). Kids love it.
Teaching Kids to Care & Cooperate Kathy Pike 2000 J.L. Gili’s selection of Lorca’s poems in Spanish,
with his own unassuming prose versions as guides to the originals, first appeared in 1960. With its excellent
introduction and selection it remains a perfect introductory guide to the great poet. The book is ideal for
newcomers to Lorca who know, or are prepared to grapple with, a little Spanish. It influenced a generation
of readers and poets, including Ted Hughes who first encountered Lorca through this book. Spain’s most
celebrated modern poet, Federico García Lorca was born in 1898 near Granada. Poet, dramatist, musician
and artist, he was the author of The Gypsy Ballad Book’ (1928) and Poet in New York’ (1940). After his
return from New York and Cuba to Republican Spain in 1930, he devoted himself to the theatre, writing
three tragedies including Blood Wedding’ (1933). An outspoken supporter of the Republic, he was
assassinated at the height of his fame by Nationalist partisans in Granada in 1936, on the eve of the
Spanish Civil War.
Teaching Conflict Resolution Through Children's Literature William J. Kreidler 1994 Lesson plans for
teachers of grades K-2 explain conflict and its causes, offer examples from literature, and suggest activities
for resolving hypothetical conflicts
The Invention of Satanism Asbjorn Dyrendal 2015-11-27 Satanism is a complex and controversial
phenomenon co-existing in many social and rhetorical contexts. Some consider it the root of all evil in the
world. Others see it as a juvenile proxy for rebellion or as a misapplication of serious esoteric beliefs and
practices. Then again, some considerit a specific religious or philosophical position serving as a personal
and collective identity. This book, written by three experts in the field of Satanism studies, examines
Satanism as a contemporary movement in continuous dialogue with popular culture, aiding as a breeding
ground for other newreligious movements. Shifting the focus from mythology to meaning-making, this is a
book about the invention of Satanism among self-declared religious Satanists. Like all ideologists and
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believers, Satanists incorporate, borrow, and modify elements from other traditions, and this book explores
how traditional folkloreand prior strands of occultism were synthesized by Anton LaVey in his founding of
the Church of Satan and the creation of the Satanic Bible. Later chapters examine contemporary Satanist
subcultures from various perspectives, also demonstrating how Satanism, despite its brief history as an
organizedphenomenon, continues to reinvent itself. There are now numerous Satanisms with distinctive
interpretations of what being a Satanist entails, with some of these new versions deviating more from the
historical "mainstream" than others. In this fascinating account of a seemingly abstruse andoften-feared
movement, Dyrendal, Lewis, and Petersen demonstrate that the invention of Satanism is an ongoing, everevolving process.
Where are You Going, where Have You Been? Joyce Carol Oates 1993 Joyce Carol Oates's prize-winning
story "Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been?" takes up troubling subjects that continue to occupy
her in her fiction: the romantic longings and limited options of adolescent women; the tensions between
mothers and daughters; the sexual victimization of women; and the American obsession with violence.
Inspired by a magazine story about a serial killer, its remarkable portrait of the dreamy teenager Connie
has made it a feminist classic. Connie's life anticipates the emergence of American society from the social
innocence of the fifties into the harsher contemporary realities of war, random violence, and crime. The
story was the basis for the movie Smooth Talk, which became the subject of much feminist debate. This
casebook includes an introduction by the editor, a chronology of Oates's life, and authoritative text of
"Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been?" an essay by Oates on Smooth Talk, the original Life article
about the serial killer, ten critical essays (including two about the film), and a bibliography. The
contributors are Brenda O. Daly, Christina Marsden Gillis, Don Moser, Tom Quirk, B. Ruby Rich, R.J.R.
Rockwood, Larry Rubin, Gretchen Schultz, Marie Mitchell Oleson Urbanski, Joyce M. Wegs, and Joan D.
Winslow. Elaine Showalter is Avalon Foundation Professor of Humanities at Princeton University. She is the
author and editor of many books on women's writing, including Sister's Choice: Tradition and Change in
American Women's Writing. A volume in the Women Writers: Texts and Contexts Series.
Stargirl Jerry Spinelli 2020-03-03 In this story about the perils of popularity, the courage of nonconformity,
and the thrill of first love, an eccentric student named Stargirl changes Mica High School forever.
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